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[1] The last six years (2007–2012) show a persistent
change in early summer Arctic wind patterns relative to
previous decades. The persistent pattern, which has been
previously recognized as the Arctic Dipole (AD), is characterized by relatively low sea-level pressure over the
Siberian Arctic with high pressure over the Beaufort Sea,
extending across northern North America and over Greenland. Pressure differences peak in June. In a search for a
proximate cause for the newly persistent AD pattern, we
note that the composite 700 hPa geopotential height field
during June 2007–2012 exhibits a positive anomaly only on
the North American side of the Arctic, thus creating the
enhanced mean meridional flow across the Arctic. Coupled
impacts of the new persistent pattern are increased sea ice
loss in summer, long-lived positive temperature anomalies
and ice sheet loss in west Greenland, and a possible
increase in Arctic-subarctic weather linkages through higheramplitude upper-level flow. The North American location
of increased 700 hPa positive anomalies suggests that a
regional atmospheric blocking mechanism is responsible for
the presence of the AD pattern, consistent with observations
of unprecedented high pressure anomalies over Greenland
since 2007. Citation: Overland, J. E., J. A. Francis, E. Hanna,
and M. Wang (2012), The recent shift in early summer Arctic
atmospheric circulation, Geophys. Res. Lett., 39, L19804,
doi:10.1029/2012GL053268.

1. Introduction
[2] Over at least the last six years (2007–2012) there have
been shifts in various aspects of northern climate, sometimes
referred to as the new normal, new Arctic, or abrupt change
[Duarte et al., 2012]. Major features are the loss of old thick
sea ice and late summer sea ice extent [e.g., Kwok and
Untersteiner, 2011] and reductions in the Greenland ice
sheet [e.g., Rignot et al., 2011]. Observations suggest that
atmospheric circulation has also changed, although spatial
and temporal natural variability is large [e.g., Jaiser et al.,
2012; Francis et al., 2009]. While changes in atmospheric
circulation are large in autumn and early winter, Overland
and Wang [2010] noted a new persistence of an anomalous
meridional wind pattern in summer beginning in 2005
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associated with higher sea-level pressure (SLP) on the North
American side of the Arctic and lower SLP on the Siberian
side (Figure 1), which contrasts with the more zonal wind
pattern of the Arctic Oscillation (AO) [also see Stroeve et al.,
2012, section 5; Ogi and Wallace, 2012, and references
therein]. This meridional pattern has been termed the Arctic
Dipole (AD), and it contributed substantially to the record
summer sea ice loss in 2007 [Wang et al., 2009; Lindsay
et al., 2009]. Now with six years of data available since
2007, it is feasible to investigate more thoroughly early
summer atmospheric circulation changes. We note that
although intra- and inter-annual variability in intensity and
spatial location of meteorological features are still important aspects of the Arctic atmosphere, a recent shift in
hemispheric-scale summer patterns is evident. The question of causality in the face of natural variability, especially relating to the location of subarctic blocking high
pressure situations, remains challenging.

2. A Shift in the Early Summer Circulation
Pattern During 2007–2012
[3] An assessment of monthly SLP fields from the NCEP/
NCAR Reanalysis [Kalnay et al., 1996] reveals that the AD
pattern as defined below is persistent in 2007–2012 during
the month of June, although it is seen in other summer
months especially in 2007 (Table 1); this early-summer
presence of anomalous Beaufort high SLP was also found by
Ogi and Wallace [2012] and Stroeve et al. [2012]. Except
for 2012, the AD index beginning in 2007 for the month of
June has a stark contrast to values for May. We will focus on
June as we are interested in case studies of what larger scale
meteorological conditions might help initiate the AD pattern.
The formal AD pattern has been defined as the second
Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) of the extended winter (NDJFM) mean sea-level pressure (MSLP) anomaly
north of 70 N [Wang et al., 2009; Overland and Wang,
2010]. The first EOF has a local resemblance to the original AO pattern [Thompson and Wallace, 1998]. Figure 2
shows the time series of the regression coefficients of June
MSLP anomaly fields projected onto the first two formal
limited-area EOFs from Overland and Wang [2010]. Bars
show the values of the June-mean AO, and the continuous
line is the June AD magnitude. Both time series are normalized by their monthly standard deviation for 1948–2012.
A negative AD corresponds to a positive MSLP anomaly in
the Beaufort Sea region and a negative MSLP anomaly on
the Siberian side of the Arctic Basin, creating anomalous
geostrophic winds flowing from the Bering Strait region
toward the North Pole and across to the Fram Strait. The
recent June AO is also negative, but with large interannual
variability.
[4] The only similar AD occurrence during the 63-year
time series to recent years is a run of weak negative values
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the Pacific dateline and extending to Svalbard: the signature
of the AD pattern. On the North American side, the high
geopotential height ridging structures are enhanced: one
extending northward from Alaska and another with a closed
height maximum over Greenland. It is clear from Figure 3a
that the June 700 hPa geopotential height anomaly field for
2007–2012 has an amplified configuration that persisted
only on the North American side of the Arctic during the last
six years, corresponding to the amplified ridge over Greenland (Figure 3c). A question of interest is why has this highamplitude pattern remained persistent beginning in 2007 in
the North American subarctic?

3. Impacts

Figure 1. Composite of June sea level pressure (hPa) for
2007–2012. Data are from the NCEP–NCAR Reanalysis
through the NOAA/Earth Systems Research Laboratory.
from 1954–1960, when the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis fields
had less supporting Arctic data. Thus we can say that a six
year run of near one standard deviation negative excursions
(2007–2012) is unique in the 63 year record. To further test
the significance of the 2007–2012 AD patterns we randomly
generated 10,000 time series, each with 63 points to match
the observed time series and with a normal distribution
without autocorrelation. For this simple calculation, the
chance for having five consecutive values with a negative
AD of magnitude greater than 1.0 standard deviation units in
a sample size of 63 is rare, less than 1 in a 1000.
[5] For a mechanistic understanding of the AD pattern, we
focus on the 700 hPa geopotential height anomaly for June
2007–2012 (Figure 3a). Patterns are similar for the 925 hPa
through 500 hPa geopotential height fields for this month,
with additional small scale variability below the 700 hPa
level (not shown). Conspicuous positive geopotential height
anomalies extend from Greenland northwestward across the
Beaufort Sea, with little or no features on the Siberian side or
elsewhere north of 50 N. This anomaly pattern existed in
every June from 2007 through 2012, with minor geographic
shifts in details.
[6] For comparison, Figure 3b presents the climatological
700 hPa geopotential height field for June, and Figure 3c is
the composite 700 hPa geopotential height field for June
2007–2012. The climatological field exhibits a broad region
of low heights that depict a relatively symmetric polar vortex
across the central Arctic basin, with one lobe in the Bering
Sea associated with the North Pacific Aleutian low center
and another over northern Baffin Bay extending into far
northeastern Canada. Climatological June winds north of
Alaska and along the northern Eurasian continent are characterized by a zonal westerly flow. In the 2007–2012 composite height field (Figure 3c) there is little difference from
climatology (Figure 3b) in the low height regions over
Eurasia and the Bering Sea. A large change is evident in the
cross-Arctic gradient, and thus the geostrophic wind, along

[7] The June 2007–2012 MSLP field presented in Figure 1
reveals several surface impacts of the recent circulation
change. The MSLP field is broadly similar to the recent
700 hPa geopotential height field, but the Beaufort high
MSLP center is more pronounced, and the broad low center
is shifted over the Asian continent relative to upper level
features.
[8] It is well known that the major loss of sea ice cover in
the Pacific Arctic in summer 2007 was in part due to the
presence of the AD pattern throughout the summer [e.g.,
Wang et al., 2009; Stroeve et al., 2012]. Southerly winds
along the dateline not only forced ice motion mechanically
northward, but they also advected heat and moisture toward
the North Pole, which then helped to melt the summer sea
ice at higher latitudes [Zhang et al., 2008]. Reduced cloudiness and enhanced insolation [Kay et al., 2008], as well as
enhanced ocean heat transport [Woodgate et al., 2010], also
contributed to the unprecedented 2007 Arctic sea ice loss. In
all summers since 2007, with the possible exception of 2012,
the low-level circulation over the Arctic has been more
anticyclonic than in prior years, which has contributed to
continued near-record lows in September sea ice extent [Ogi
and Wallace, 2012]. While the AD pattern persisted during
most of the 2007 summer, it occurred consistently in years
after 2007 only during June (Table 1), resulting in a 1-to2 ms 1 stronger wind flow from the Chukchi Sea across the
pole and promoting continued sea ice loss through Fram
Strait [Wang et al., 2009]. Further, anomalous easterly
coastal winds north of eastern Alaska promote offshore
transport of warm Mackenzie River water, also contributing
to sea ice melt [Dean et al., 1994].
[9] Over west Greenland, the recent summers of 2007–
2011 were characterized by unprecedented high pressure
relative to a 1948-present baseline. Hanna et al. [2012]
relate these pressures to an increased Greenland Blocking
Table 1. Monthly AD Index for 2005–2012

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
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May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

0.42
1.20
0.52
1.06
2.40
0.03
0.36
1.61

0.40
0.94
1.08
1.16
1.46
1.86
1.56
0.84

0.05
0.06
1.65
0.58
1.95
0.36
1.20

0.23
0.00
1.77
0.63
0.57
1.88
1.29

1.96
1.89
1.23
0.44
0.04
0.72
2.41
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Figure 2. Regression coefficients of the June-mean sea-level pressure anomalies from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis projected onto the first two EOF spatial patterns of the extended winter mean sea-level pressure north of 70–90 N [from
Overland and Wang, 2010]. The June AO is shown by gray bars, and the June AD is shown by blue solid lines. Both time
series are normalized by their standard deviation for 1948–2012.

Index (GBI) that promoted anomalously warm summers at
coastal stations and an increase in ice-sheet runoff. The same
conditions were true in June 2012, which had the highest
GBI June value since the start of the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data record in 1948. The detrended June GBI for 1948–
2012 is strongly correlated with the AD (r = 0.78).
Because of the importance of Greenland melt on sea-level
rise, the potential impacts of a continued high GBI causing
persistent enhanced summer melt in Greenland are significant [Hanna et al., 2008a, 2012; Rignot et al., 2011; van den
Broeke et al., 2009].
[10] The suggestion that recent (2007–2012) magnitudes
of the early summer AD pattern are associated with
enhanced North America and Greenland blocking events in
the 700 hPa composite height field (Figure 3c) may imply a
mechanism linking high-latitude change with mid-latitude
weather in early summer. Figure 4a shows the June 2012
700 hPa meridional component of the wind field associated

with a strong AD pattern. Alternating regions of northward
and southward flow are evident across the subarctic. The
corresponding meridional wind anomaly field (not shown) is
similar to that in the mean June 2012 wind plot suggesting
how unusual June 2012 was compared to climatology.
Figure 4b presents the corresponding near-surface temperature anomaly field for June 2012, highlighting the heatwave
in western Russia and high temperature anomalies from far
northeastern Canada extending southwest through the eastern Rocky Mountains in the US. These warm anomalies
correspond to areas of southerly wind anomalies. The June
2012 700 hPa geopotential height and temperature patterns
(not shown) are similar to the Russian heatwave of 2010
[Dole et al., 2011], and the anomalous circulation may also
have contributed to dryness and forest fires plaguing central
and western US during the 2012 summer. Meanwhile, an
enhanced southward dip in the jet stream leeward of the
increased ridging over Greenland has caused generally cool

Figure 3. Multi-year composite 700 hPa geopotential height (a) anomaly for June from 2007 through 2012. (b) Climatology for June (1981–2010), and (c) composite of June 2007–2012. Anomalies are relative to 1981–2010 mean. Units are in
m. Data are from the NCEP–NCAR Reanalysis through the NOAA/Earth Systems Research Laboratory.
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Figure 4. (a) 700 hPa meridional wind component (ms 1) and (b) Near-surface air temperature anomaly ( C) for June
2012. Data are from the NCEP–NCAR Reanalysis through the NOAA/Earth Systems Research Laboratory. Note these plots
extend further south than Figures 1 and 3.
wet summers in the U.K. since 2007, with record rains and
floods in 2007 and 2012 [e.g., Hanna et al., 2008b; Met
Office, 2012].

4. Discussion
[11] A persistent blocking pattern on the North American
side of the Arctic has existed during early summer from
2007 through 2012 (Figures 3a and 3c). The persistence of
this pattern for six years suggests a systematic shift in
atmospheric circulation relative to the previous time series
record. Francis and Vavrus [2012] show a summer increase
in 500 hPa ridging and meridional flow in the sub-Arctic
from 20–80 W longitude beginning in 2007 in response to
Arctic amplification. Francis and Vavrus [2012] and Hanna
et al. [2012] both discuss a possible mechanism for this shift,
where a high wave number hemispheric pattern in geopotential heights, with a wavelength of about 5000 km, is
associated with a nearly stationary flow that affects both
high- and mid-latitudes. Tachibana et al. [2010] note a
connection of summer mid-latitude blocking events with
lower geopotential heights over the central Arctic Ocean.
Schubert et al. [2011] note the presence of near stationary
Rossby waves during summer with extensive latitudinal
extent and a preference for extreme events in June. Further,
they comment that current GCMs appear deficient in simulating the development of such regional circulation features.
[12] A blocking regime paradigm introduces two opposing
ideas. On one hand, blocks tend to be slow-moving but
transient phenomena on sub-monthly time scales. They
illustrate the chaotic nature of Northern Hemispheric atmospheric circulation with large natural variability [Dole et al.,
2011]. Year-to-year and intra-seasonal differences are to be
expected. On the other hand, the exceptional heat waves of
2003, 2010 and 2012, result in a recent clustering of outliers
[Barriopedro et al., 2011; Otto et al., 2012]. Some year-toyear congruence in recent anomalous large-scale Arctic and
subarctic weather patterns is noted by Ogi and Wallace

[2012], Hanna et al. [2012], and Francis and Vavrus
[2012], suggesting preferred regions for persistent changes
in pressure patterns.
[13] External forcings tied to geographical features, such
as changes in snow amount and subsequent effects on soil
moisture and surface temperature and albedo, can reinforce
blocking patterns and temperature extremes [Namias, 1964;
Cohen, 1994; Ge and Gong, 2009; Allen and Zender, 2011;
Jaeger and Seneviratne, 2011]. One hypothesis to explain
shifts in recent June geopotential height patterns may relate
to the dramatically earlier loss of snow cover over large
regions of high-latitude northern hemisphere land areas
during May and June since the mid-1990s and especially in
the previous three years in North America (http://climate.
rutgers.edu/snowcover). Snow cover exhibits large interannual spatial variability, thus it is difficult to attribute direct
causality with observed changes in blocking over the North
American side of the Arctic. The reduced ice cover during
spring and early summer in the Hudson Bay region should
also play a role by allowing surface waters to warm earlier
and contribute to observed SLP anomalies [Joly et al.,
2011].
[14] Enhanced Arctic warming may be a key to Arctic/
mid-latitude linkages – in autumn owing to sea ice loss [Liu
et al., 2012; Francis and Vavrus, 2012] and in early summer
owing to extensive earlier snow melt. The two factors
operate through the mechanism of weakening the poleward
temperature gradient and affecting meridional atmospheric
circulation, as suggested more than a decade ago by
Slonosky et al. [1997]. Coarse scale climate models may not
be up to the task of resolving such connections [Vial and
Osborn, 2012; Orsolini et al., 2012].

5. Conclusion
[15] The last six years (2007–2012) show a persistent
change in early summer Arctic wind patterns relative to
previous decades that suggests an enhancement of the
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so-called Arctic Dipole (AD). The composite 700 hPa
geopotential height field during June of 2007–2012 shows
a positive anomaly only over the North American side of
the Arctic, thus creating an enhanced meridional flow
across the Arctic. This observation, along with the coincidence of maximum AD strength and increases in the
Greenland Blocking Index, suggest that a North American
atmospheric blocking mechanism contributes to the increased
persistence of the AD pattern. We also note the dramatic loss
of snow during spring on high-latitude North American land,
and earlier melt of sea ice in Hudson Bay, as speculative
but possible contributing drivers.
[16] In the search for causality for loss of summer Arctic
sea ice and Greenland ice sheets, stating a change in winds
due to the presence of the AD and other local factors does
not go far enough. In a crude parallel to Aristotle’s hierarchy
of causes, we can say that the local winds affecting the ice
are an efficient cause due to their direct forcing, atmospheric
blocking influencing the presence of the AD is a formal
cause providing a regional dynamic context, while the final
cause is still unknown, but should be related to northward
heat transfer, global warming, and recent loss of snow cover.
[17] Impacts of recent AD persistence affect not only the
Arctic, but may extend to extreme weather events in the
subarctic and mid-latitudes [Coumou and Rahmstorf, 2012].
These impacts include a contribution to accelerating sea ice
loss in summer, continued warming and ice sheet loss in
west Greenland, and a possible increase in persistent weather
patterns in mid-latitudes owing to hemispheric-scale adjustments in the long-wave structure of the tropospheric geopotential height field. Recent increases in the initiation,
persistence, and severity of weather extremes around the
hemisphere may be due, at least in part, to the high-latitude
forcing of enhanced blocking, particularly over North
America and the North Atlantic sectors of the Arctic. But
spatial and intra- and interannual variability is to be expected. Additional research is necessary to further elucidate
possible linkages between continuing dramatic Arctic
change and intermittent impacts throughout the hemisphere.
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